
Chavara Cultural Centre, the glory of 50 years. 

The second Vatican conference in 1965, winded up adhering on many revolutionary 

reformations. The most important suggestions in the draft were to tap the possibilities of cultural 

and social co-existence in the respective region. As a result, amicable transactions, open 

discussions, consensus on diversities with other religions had taken place. This being the prelude 

to the formation of Chavara Cultural Centre in 1971 which coincided with the 100th death 

anniversary of St.Kuriakose Elias Chavara, the then Prior General Fr.Kanisiusthekkrkkarataking 

inspirations from the innovative visions,the secularistic outlook and cultural communion of St. 

Chavara, took initiation for this dream to happen with the firm support of noted personalities like 

G. SankaraKurup, M K K Nair, Prof. M K Sanu. Chavara cultural Centre could be interpret as an 

extended stream of the Kalabhavanformed by Fr. Abel with the blessings of Cardinal Joseph 

Parekkaattil. Fr. Kanisius had deputed Fr. Albert Nambiaparambil, who was a teacher of 

Philosophy in Dharmaram, Bangalore, as the founder Director of Chavara Cultural Centre. 

It was Chavara Cultural Centre hosted the most pontifical inter- religious conference after the 

conference of religions in AdvaitaAshramam, Aluva with the wish and blessings of 

SreeNarayana Guru. The centre gives importance to the rehabilitation of children born with HIV 

and the welfare of differently abled children. Here in Chavara there is also a system in place to 

uplift the blind people and guide them to a path of self-sufficiency.  German and French 

languages institutes which function under the supervision of the respective embassies, as a 

catalyst to cultural exchange. 

 

Chavara Cultural Centere had conferred special consultative status by the Economic and Social 

Council of the United Nations.  

Now Chavara is continuing its journey crossing eventful phases of time that marked progressive 

tenure in the field of art, culture, education and religious harmony. The Golden Jubilee 

celebrations of the Centre will begin on 30th September at 11 am with gratitude sermon led by 

CMI prior General Rev.Dr. Thomas Chathanparambil and other General council fathers. 

The Prior General Rev. Dr. Thomas Chatthamparambil CMI will preside over the cultural meet 

At 4.30 pm, at the Chavara Cultural Centre Hall on the same day. Respected Chief Minister 

Mr.Pinarayivijayan will inaugurate the Golden Jubilee Celebrations via online. The guide and 

mentor of chavara Culture Centre, Prof M K Sanu will give The Jubilee message. Respected 

opposition leader of the state will release the jubilee song  written by Sippy Pallippuram and 

orchestrated by Bijibal.  

Prior General Rev. Dr. Thomas Chathamparambil then will announce the 

ChavarasamskritiPuraskaram. RespectedKerala High Court Judge Justice Mary Joseph will be 

the chief guest of the function. Respected personalities like sri.Hybi Eden MP, Sri. M Anil 



Kumar, Mayor, Cochin Corporation, Sri. T J Vinod MLA will be the chief guests. Sri.P S 

SreedharanPillai, Goa Governor, Sri. SajiCheriyan, Cultural Minister, Sri. P I Rajeev, Industries 

Minister, Sri VN Vasavan, corporation Minster, Sri. AdoorGopala Krishnan, Arch Bishop 

Antony Kariyil will give their blessing online. Prof. M Thomas Mathew, Screen play writer, 

John Paul, Ernakulum DCC President Muhammedshiyas, CSST Kerala Provincial Sr. Vineetha, 

General Councillor, Social service Dept. CMI, Rev. Fr. BijuVadakkel, Ernakulam NSS 

karayogam Secretary, Sri P. Ramachandran, ,Sri C G Rajagopal, Sri Jayachandran CICC, Sr. 

Trisanta FCC will speak.  

 

Action Plan 

1 Scholar ship worth Rs 10 lakh. For 100 students from the families of artists for the studies of 

art and job oriented courses 

2 To give support for the artist in the time of Covid 19, monthly cultural program in the Centre.  

3 In every three months will stage programs from other part of the country. 

4 will arrange venue for the study of art and performance for the youth of Cochin. 

5 Will organise national and international seminars on art and cultural subject. 

6 will organise dialogues and seminars on contemporary issues in the field of art and culture, 

joining hands with the chavara chair in M G University. 

7 Will re - dedicate the Chavara Public Library for the public. Intend to give more meberships 

for the library which has digital library, spacious refrence library, research librarywhich with 

more than 2500 books, to the public . 

8.As and when the Jubilee celebrations end we will dedicate the air conditioned jubilee memorial 

hall with a capacity of 600 people to the public.  

 

 

Fr. Thomas Puthussery CMI 

General Convenor & Director,  

Chavara Cultural Centre,  

Mobile No . 9446059121   
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